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When star sensors operate under near-Earth daytime conditions, the intense background 

radiation from the sky severely interferes with the energy of the star points in the imagery, 

resulting in a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the star points. This low SNR hinders target 

extraction and centroid positioning, thereby affecting the normal attitude measurement of 

star sensors. Addressing the challenge of attitude measurement under daytime conditions, 

this study first analyzes the mapping relationship of pixel positions in consecutive frames of 

star sensor imagery. A star image superposition algorithm based on attitude-related frames 

is proposed. On this foundation, an attitude measurement method based on star image 

superposition is employed for measuring the attitude of daytime star sensors. Furthermore, 

a fitting algorithm for the solar centroid is introduced, and a coarse measurement method 

based on solar position is applied to determine the optical axis orientation of daytime star 

sensors, enhancing their robustness in daylight conditions. The algorithm proposed in this 

study is validated through experiments. The results demonstrate that the multimodal attitude 

measurement method not only effectively improves the SNR of near-Earth daytime star 

sensor imagery through star image superposition, ensuring the accuracy of attitude 

measurements, but also ensures the robustness of attitude measurements through solar 

centroid fitting. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Star sensors, integrating optical systems, mechanical 

structures, and electronic systems, serve as attitude 

measurement devices [1]. When operating under near-Earth 

daytime conditions, these sensors face significant interference 

from strong background sky radiation, which severely affects 

the energy of star points [2]. This interference results in a low 

SNR of star points within the imagery, hindering target 

extraction and centroid positioning [3], and thereby impacting 

the normal functioning of star sensors. Ensuring that star 

sensors can perform accurate attitude measurements under the 

intense background radiation of daytime skies poses a major 

challenge and is a primary factor limiting their application in 

near-Earth daytime conditions [4]. 

The radiation energy of the night sky background is 

generally around 10-3cd/m2, whereas the daytime sky 

background radiation can range from 1×103cd/m2 ~ 

6×103cd/m2, which is 106 times higher than at night [5]. Such 

intense background radiation during the day severely 

interferes with the energy of star points, leading to a low SNR 

in the imagery. This low SNR prevents effective target 

extraction and centroid positioning, thus affecting the attitude 

measurements of the star sensors [6]. From this analysis, it is 

clear that reducing or eliminating the impact of daytime sky 

background radiation on the energy of star points, and thereby 

increasing the SNR of star points, is crucial for enabling 

normal attitude measurements by star sensors during the day. 

Therefore, enhancing the SNR of star points is identified as the 

core issue for achieving daytime attitude measurement with 

star sensors. Currently, in the field of star sensor research [7], 

methods to improve the SNR of star points primarily include 

the following categories: 

(a) Spectral filtering method

Daytime sky background radiation is predominantly short-

wavelength, with peak energy occurring between wavelengths 

of 450 to 550 nm. A sharp decline in radiation energy is 

observed as the wavelength increases, becoming negligible 

when the wavelength exceeds 900 nm [8].  

The temperature of a star's surface determines its radiation 

energy. Generally, stars can be categorized into seven types 

based on surface temperature variations: O, B, A, F, G, K, and 

M. Despite differences in surface temperatures among G, K,

and M stars, their radiation energy distribution pattern is

similar: weaker in the short-wavelength range and stronger in

the long-wavelength range, with a peak around 700 nm [9].

Consequently, there is a significant difference in the 

distribution patterns of radiation energy between G, K, M stars 

and the daytime sky background. Additionally, it is noted that 

G, K, and M stars constitute over 90% of all stars, according 

to statistics. Theoretically, after selecting an optical system 

with an appropriate wavelength range, spectral filtering 

technology can be utilized to suppress daytime sky 

background radiation energy. 
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However, in practical applications, selecting an optimal 

wavelength range that both eliminates sky background 

radiation and preserves stellar radiation energy proves 

challenging. Once a wavelength range is chosen, it cannot be 

altered. An inappropriate selection would fail to achieve the 

desired filtering effect. 

(b) Sky background noise filtering methods 

Although spectral filtering methods can suppress most of 

the daytime sky background radiation, the strong irradiance 

from the sun during the day still results in residual sky 

background radiation entering the field of view of star sensors 

and forming background noise in the imagery on the image 

sensor. This noise continues to interfere with the energy of star 

points in the images. Therefore, if the sky background noise in 

the images captured by star sensors could be filtered, an 

improvement in the SNR of the star points would subsequently 

be observed [10]. 

Currently, the background noise filtering algorithms are 

primarily divided into two categories: spatial domain filtering 

and frequency domain filtering [11]. Spatial domain filtering 

algorithms include classical methods, such as threshold 

filtering, mean filtering, and median filtering, along with 

various improved algorithms [12]. Frequency domain filtering 

algorithms mainly comprise low-pass filtering, high-pass 

filtering, and band-stop filtering, along with various improved 

algorithms. However, due to the complexity of implementing 

frequency domain filtering, which involves Fourier 

transforming the image and then processing noise in the 

frequency domain, its practical application is challenging. 

Despite the wide application of classical and improved 

algorithms of both spatial and frequency domain filtering in 

many professional fields, they may not achieve significant 

results in the application of daytime star sensors. The reason 

lies in the fact that when the background noise in the images 

of star sensors is strong, star points are almost drowned out by 

the background noise. Without knowing the position and gray 

values of the star points, using existing background noise 

filtering algorithms to filter out noise could also damage the 

energy of the star points, hindering the subsequent extraction 

of star points for target identification [13]. 

(c) Enhancement of star point energy 

Currently, a commonly utilized method for enhancing the 

energy of star points is the star image superposition algorithm. 

The principle of this algorithm is as follows: the star sensor 

performs multiple exposures, and several frames of exposed 

star images are superimposed to enhance the SNR of star 

points within the star image [14]. Despite the reduction in the 

data update rate of star sensors following the application of the 

star image superposition algorithm, its low complexity and 

significant effectiveness have led to widespread application in 

engineering projects. 

However, in practical applications, the star sensor is not 

stationary during the multiple exposures but is continuously 

moving due to external factors. Consequently, the positions of 

star points in adjacent frames are constantly changing. 

Although the star image superposition algorithm can enhance 

the SNR of star points to a certain extent, ignoring the changes 

in star point positions results in a limited improvement in SNR 

[15]. 

In response to the limitations of existing methods for 

enhancing the SNR of star points, this article proposes a 

multimodal attitude measurement method for daytime star 

sensors. Firstly, the mapping relationship of pixel positions in 

consecutive frames of imagery captured by star sensors is 

analyzed, and a star image superposition algorithm based on 

attitude-related frames is proposed, improving the SNR of star 

points within the imagery. On this basis, an attitude 

measurement method utilizing star image superposition is 

employed to measure the attitude of daytime star sensors. 

Furthermore, a fitting algorithm for the solar centroid is 

introduced, and on this foundation, a coarse measurement 

method based on the position of the sun is applied to determine 

the orientation of the optical axis of daytime star sensors, 

enhancing their robustness in daytime conditions. 

 

 

2. STAR IMAGE SUPERPOSITION ALGORITHM 

BASED ON ATTITUDE-RELATED FRAMES 

 

As illustrated in Figure 1, once a star is imaged on the target 

surface of the star sensor's image sensor, the centroid 

coordinates of the star points can be obtained through target 

extraction and centroid positioning of the star points in the 

image. By utilizing the navigation star information from the 

star catalog to identify the star points in the image, the 

corresponding navigation stars in the star catalog can be 

identified. Based on the centroid coordinates of the star points 

in the image and the navigation star information from the star 

catalog, the attitude data of the star sensor relative to the 

inertial coordinate system can be calculated. 
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Figure 1. Working principle of a star sensor 

 

In Figure 1, ws is the observed vector of the star point in the 

star sensor coordinate system, and uc is the reference vector of 

the navigation star in the celestial coordinate system. The 

relationship between them is as follows: 

 

𝑤𝑠 = 𝐴𝑢𝑐 (1) 

 

where, A represents the attitude matrix of the star sensor. 

The observed vector of star points in the k-1 -th frame of a 

star image is denoted as 𝑤𝑠
𝑘−1, with its reference vector being 

𝑢𝑐
𝑘−1. The attitude matrix of the star sensor for this frame is 

represented by Ak-1. Similarly, for the k-th frame of a star 

image, the observed vector of star points is denoted as 𝑤𝑠
𝑘 , 

with the reference vector being 𝑢𝑐
𝑘 , and the star sensor's 

attitude matrix for this frame is Ak. Consequently, the observed 

vectors of a star point in the k-1-th and k-th frames of the star 

images can be expressed as: 
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(2) 

 

In the k-1-th and k -th frames of the star images, the 

reference vector of the star points remains unchanged, i.e., 
𝑢𝑐
𝑘−1 = 𝑢𝑐

𝑘. However, due to the motion of the star sensor, the 

attitude matrices between these two frames are about to differ, 

as shown in: 

 

𝐴𝑘 = 𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑘−1 (3) 

 

where, TA represents the attitude transition matrix of the star 

sensor between the k-1-th and k-th frames, which can be 

defined as: 

 

11 12 13

21 22 23

31 32 33

A

T T T

T T T

T T T

 
 

=
 
  

T  (4) 

 

Typically, the inertial navigation system (INS) and the star 

sensor are rigidly connected on the vehicle [16]. Assuming the 

installation matrix between the INS and the star sensor is 

matrix M, the relationship between the attitudes of the INS and 

the star sensor in the k-1-th and k-th frames of the star images 

is given by: 

 

1 1k k

k k

− −=


=

B A M

B A M
 (5) 

 

where, Bk-1 and Bk respectively denote the attitude matrices of 

the INS in the k-1-th and k-th frames of the star images. 

For the INS [17], the change in attitude matrices between 

the k-1-th and k -th star images can be represented by the 

following equation: 

 

1k B k−=B T B  (6) 

 

where, TB denotes the attitude transition matrix of the INS 

between the k-1-th and k-th frames. 

Upon organizing Eqs. (5) and (6), it is obtained that 

AkM=TBAk-1M, which implies Ak=TBAk-1. Comparing this with 

Eq. (3), it is found that TA=TB, indicating that the attitude 

transition matrix TA of the star sensor between the k-1-th and 

k-th frames is identical to that (TB) of the INS [18]. Therefore, 

in the absence of known attitude transition matrix TA for the 

star sensor, the attitude data between two frames of star images 

captured by the INS can be utilized to calculate the attitude 

transition matrices TB and TA for both the INS and the star 

sensor. 

From Eq. (1), it is understood that the observed vector of 

star points, the reference vector of the navigation star, and the 

attitude matrix of the star sensor between the k-1-th and k-th 

star images satisfy the following relationship: 
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Thus, the relationship between the observed vector of star 

points, the reference vector of the navigation star, and the 

attitude matrix of the star sensor in the k-th star image can be 

further expressed as: 
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By combining Eqs. (2) and (8), the following equation is 

obtained: 
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After processing, Eq. (9) can be further expressed as: 
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Eq. (10) represents the mapping relationship of pixel 

positions between the k-1-th and k -th frames of star images. 

Upon acquiring the k -th frame star image, the gray values of 

pixels (xk-1, yk-1) in the k-1-th frame are superimposed with 

those of pixels (xk, yk) in the k-th frame according to Eq. (10), 

thus accomplishing the superposition of star images between 

the k-1-th and k -th frames. 

The SNR is an index that describes the relative magnitude 

of signal energy to noise energy within an image [19]. In star 

images, the SNR of star points can effectively assess whether 

the star points can be accurately extracted. In a star image 

disturbed by Gaussian noise with a variance of δ, the SNR of 

a star point with a total signal energy of S is defined as: 

 

S
SNR


=  (11) 

 

when, n-frame star images affected by Gaussian noise are 

superimposed, the variance of the superimposed star image 

becomes: 

 

2 2 2

1 2 n n     = + + + =  (12) 

 

The total energy of star points in the superimposed star 

image is: 

 

S nS =  (13) 

 

Using Eqs. (12) and (13), the SNR of star points in the 

superimposed star image can be calculated to be: 

 

S
SNR nSNR




 = =


 (14) 

 

Based on the calculation results from Eq. (14), it is known 
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that after precisely superimposing the star point energy in n-

frame star images using the method described in this section, 

the SNR of star points in the superimposed star image is 

improved by a factor of √𝑛 compared to before superposition. 

When an appropriate number n of star image frames is chosen 

for superposition so that the SNR of star points meets the 

conditions for star point extraction, the star sensor can perform 

normal attitude measurements. 

 

 

3. MEASUREMENT METHOD BASED ON SOLAR 

POSITION 

 

When star sensors operate in near-Earth daytime conditions 

and encounter situations where stars are obscured by clouds, 

measuring the attitude of the star sensor using star detection 

methods becomes unfeasible. To address this issue, this 

section proposes a fitting algorithm for the solar centroid. 

Based on this, a measurement method reliant on the solar 

position is employed to coarsely measure the orientation of the 

optical axis of daytime star sensors, enhancing their robustness 

in daytime conditions. 

 

3.1 Edge point detection of a solar image 

 

Upon imaging by the star sensor's image sensor, the sun 

appears as an approximate circle, with all pixels at its edge 

forming an irregular annulus. To detect the edge points of the 

solar image, this paper applies the Sobel operator to process 

the solar image. 

Let the grayscale value of all pixels in the 8-neighborhood 

of a pixel point (x, y) in the solar image be denoted as r(x, y), 

which can be expressed as: 

 

( 1, 1) ( , 1) ( 1, 1)

( , ) ( 1, ) ( , ) ( 1, )
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f x y f x y f x y

r x y f x y f x y f x y

f x y f x y f x y

− − − + − 
 

= − +
 
 − + + + + 

 (15) 

 

where, f(x, y) represents the grayscale value at the pixel 

location (x, y) in the image. 

Let the Sobel operator in the x-direction be denoted as 

Sobelx, and in the y-direction as Sobely, then: 

 

1 0 1 1 2 1

2 0 2 , 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 2 1

x ySobel Sobel

− − − −   
   

= − =
   
   −   

 (16) 

 

Firstly, edge detection is conducted on the solar image f(x, 

y) in the x-direction by applying the Sobel operator Sobelx in 

the x-direction to perform convolution operations on f(x, y), 

resulting in a gradient image gx(x, y) of f(x, y) in the x-direction. 

The process is described as follows: 
 

( , ) ( , )x xg x y Sobel f x y=   (17) 

 

Subsequently, edge detection is performed on the solar 

image f(x, y) in the y-direction, utilizing the Sobel operator 

Sobely in the y-direction for convolution operations on f(x, y) 

to obtain a gradient image gy(x, y) in the y-direction. This 

process is defined as: 

 

( , ) ( , )y yg x y Sobel f x y=   (18) 

The gradient images gx(x, y) and gy(x, y) of f(x, y) in the x-

direction and y-direction are then superimposed to produce a 

gradient image in both the x and y directions, represented by: 

 

( , ) ( ) ( )magf x y g x g y= +  (19) 

 

Utilizing the gradient image fmag(x, y), the solar image f(x, y) 

is processed through threshold filtering to obtain the solar edge 

image. The process involves setting a threshold value thmag for 

the gradient image fmag(x, y). If the value fmag(x, y) at the point 

(x, y) in the gradient image is less than the threshold thmag, the 

grayscale value f(x, y) at the corresponding point (x, y) in the 

solar image is set to 0; otherwise, the value remains unchanged, 

as follows: 
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( , )

( , ) ( , )

mag mag

mag mag

f x y th
f x y

f x y f x y th
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 (20) 

 

Using the method described in this section, all coordinate 

points of the solar edge image can be obtained. Sections 3.2 

and 3.3 discuss the methods for locating the solar centroid 

under unobscured and obscured conditions, respectively. 

 

3.2 Solar centroid positioning under unobscured 

conditions 

 

The set of coordinate points of the solar edge image is 

denoted as {(x0,y0),⋯,(xn,yn)}. The centroid coordinates of the 

sun can be obtained through interpolation and subdivision 

positioning based on these coordinate points. Centroid method, 

thresholded centroid method, squared weighted centroid 

method, and surface fitting method are commonly utilized 

interpolation and subdivision positioning methods [20]. 

Among these, the thresholded centroid method is selected for 

calculating the solar centroid coordinates in this study due to 

its low computational complexity, high positioning accuracy, 

and insensitivity to image noise. The method is described as 

follows: 

Let the coordinate range of the solar edge image coordinate 

points in the x-direction be x1≤x≤x2, and in the y-direction be 

y1≤y≤y2. Then, using the thresholded centroid method, the 

centroid coordinates (�̂�𝑐 , �̂�𝑐) of the sun are calculated as: 
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(21) 

 

where, T is the threshold, and f(x, y) is the grayscale value at 

the position (x, y). 

 

3.3 Solar centroid fitting algorithm under obscured 

conditions 

 

Typically, after obtaining solar images, star sensors can 

acquire complete solar edge images through the detection of 

solar edge image coordinate points. However, when the sun is 
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obscured by clouds, the solar images captured by the star 

sensors are not clear, and the detection of solar edge image 

coordinate points may result in incomplete solar edge images. 

Directly calculating the solar centroid coordinates using these 

incomplete coordinate points can lead to significant 

positioning errors. To address this situation, this section 

proposes a fitting algorithm for the solar centroid under 

obscured conditions. 

Let the coordinates obtained through solar edge image 

coordinate point detection under obscured conditions be 

denoted as {(𝑥0
′ , 𝑦0

′ ),⋯ , (𝑥𝑛
′ , 𝑦𝑛

′ )} . A loss function is 

established as follows: 

 

( )
2

2 2 2ˆ ˆ( ) ( )i c i cJ x x y y R = − + − −  (22) 

 

where, (𝑥𝑖
′ , 𝑦𝑖

′)  represents the solar edge image coordinate 

points, and (�̂�𝑐 , �̂�𝑐)  and R respectively denote the centroid 

coordinates and radius of the sun in the image. 

The least squares method is used to fit the solar centroid 

(�̂�𝑐 , �̂�𝑐) , minimizing the loss function J. The process is 

detailed as follows: 

Let ℎ(�̂�𝑐 , �̂�𝑐, 𝑅) = (𝑥𝑖
′ − �̂�𝑐)

2 + (𝑦𝑖
′ − �̂�𝑐)

2 − 𝑅2 , then 𝐽 =
∑(ℎ(�̂�𝑐 , �̂�𝑐, 𝑅))

2. When the loss function J is minimized, the 

following conditions should be satisfied: 
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c

J
x h x y R

x

J
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 = −  =






 (23) 

 

Simplifying Eq. (23) yields the following set of equations: 

 

( )

( )

3 2 2

3 2 2
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i i c i i i i c

i i c i i i i c

x x x x y x y y

y y y x y x y x

      − + − =


     − + − =




 (24) 

 

Solving the set of equations in Eq. (24) provides the fitted 

results for the solar centroid coordinates: 
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where, 𝑆𝑥𝑥𝑥 = ∑𝑥 ′𝑖
3
, 𝑆𝑥𝑥 = ∑𝑥 ′𝑖

2
, 𝑆𝑦𝑦𝑦 = ∑𝑦′

𝑖

3
, 𝑆𝑦𝑦 = ∑𝑦′

𝑖

2
, 

𝑆𝑥𝑦 = ∑𝑥𝑖
′𝑦𝑖
′ , 𝑆𝑥𝑥𝑦 = ∑𝑥 ′𝑖

2
𝑦𝑖
′ , and 𝑆𝑥𝑦𝑦 = ∑𝑥𝑖

′𝑦′
𝑖

2
. 

 

3.4 Attitude measurement method based on solar position 

 

The attitude measurement model based on the solar position 

is illustrated in Figure 2, where the centroid coordinates 

𝑝(�̂�𝑐 , �̂�𝑐) of the sun within the solar edge image represent the 

imaging location of the sun's center on the image sensor target 

surface of the star sensor. 

With the principal point O(x0,y0) and focal length f of the 

imaging system known, the deviation of the star sensor's 

orientation relative to the position of the sun can be calculated. 

The calculation method is as follows: 

2

0

2

0

ˆ( )
arctan

ˆ( )
arctan

x

y

x x

f

y y

f





 −
 =



−
=



 (26) 

 

Since the position and motion pattern of the sun are known 

in astronomical navigation, upon obtaining the deviation of the 

star sensor's orientation relative to the sun's position, the 

optical axis orientation of the star sensor can be determined 

through angle transformation [21]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Attitude measuring model based on solar location 

 

 

4. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION 

 

Images obtained from the star sensor, as specified in Table 

1, were utilized to validate the algorithms proposed in this 

article through simulation experiments. 

 

Table 1. Main technical parameters of the star sensor 

 
No. Main Technical Parameters Value 

1 Field of view 8º×8º 

2 Focal length 95mm 

3 Image sensor 2048×2048(CMOS) 

 

4.1 Experiment on the star image superposition algorithm 

based on attitude-related frames 

 

This section validates the proposed star image superposition 

algorithm based on attitude-related frames through a 

simulation experiment. Under near-Earth daytime conditions, 

multiple exposures were conducted using the star sensor to 

obtain multiple frames of star images. A star point image 

extracted from the first frame of the star image is shown in 

Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Image detected by star sensor in the daytime 
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Table 2. SNR of star points in the superposed image 

 
Number of Frames Superposed 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 

Reference [14] 3.47 5.02 7.17 8.57 9.96 11.28 12.29 13.38 14.27 15.03 

Measured SNR 3.47 5.21 7.37 8.78 10.17 11.47 12.46 13.60 14.42 15.30 

Theoretical SNR 3.47 4.91 6.95 8.51 9.82 10.98 12.03 13.00 13.89 14.74 

 

As observed from Figure 3, under near-Earth daytime 

conditions, the star image captured by the star sensor contains 

significant sky background noise. Compared to this, the 

energy of star points is weaker, resulting in a SNR of star 

points in the star image being calculated as 3.47. Based on 

experience, when the SNR of star points in an image exceeds 

8.1, such star points can be accurately extracted. Therefore, it 

is not feasible to extract targets from the star points shown in 

Figure 3. 

Using the star image superposition algorithm based on 

attitude-related frames proposed in this study, superposed star 

images were obtained for different numbers of frames 

n=2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18 as shown in Figure 4, and the SNR 

of star points in each superposed star image was calculated. 

Under the same experimental conditions, the algorithm 

proposed by Yu et al. [14] was used to obtain superposed star 

images, and the SNR of star points in these superposed images 

was calculated, as presented in Table 2. 

From the experimental results shown in Figure 4 and Table 

2, it is observed that as the number of superposed star image 

frames increases, the energy of star points in the superposed 

star image gradually intensifies, and the SNR of the star points 

also progressively increases. Further analysis of the 

experimental results in Table 2 reveals that under the same 

number of superposed star image frames, the SNR of star 

points in the superposed star images processed by the 

algorithm proposed in this study is higher compared to the 

algorithm proposed by Yu et al. [14]. The primary reason is 

that the proposed algorithm maps the pixel positions in 

adjacent frame star images during the superposition process, 

concentrating the energy of star points in the superposed 

images more effectively, thus resulting in a higher SNR for the 

star points. 
 

 

2n =                       4n =                      6n =  

 

8n =                    10n =                   12n =  

 

14n =                  16n =                    18n =  

 

Figure 4. Star image after superposition 

According to the theoretical analysis in Section 2, the 

energy of star points in the superposed n-frame star images is 

expected to increase by n times, as does the energy of the sky 

background noise by √𝑛 times, leading to an increase of √𝑛 

times in the SNR of star points in the superposed star images. 

Therefore, to further validate the relationship between the 

number of superposed star image frames and the SNR of star 

points in the superposed star images as per the proposed 

algorithm, data from Table 2 were used to establish the 

relationship between the measured SNR, theoretical SNR, and 

the number of superposed star image frames, as illustrated in 

Figure 5. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Relationship between SNR and the number of 

superposed frames 

 

From the experimental results depicted in Figure 5, it is 

observed that as the number of superposed star image frames 

increases, the growth trend of the measured SNR and the 

theoretical SNR calculated by the algorithm proposed in this 

article are essentially consistent. This consistency validates the 

effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in enhancing the SNR 

of star points in the n-frame superposed star images by a factor 

of √𝑛. 

Based on the simulation experiment results discussed in this 

section, it can be concluded that when star sensors operate 

under near-Earth daytime conditions, the star image 

superposition algorithm based on attitude-related frames 

proposed in this article effectively improves the SNR of star 

points in images. 

 

4.2 Experiment on solar centroid fitting 

 

This section validates the proposed solar centroid fitting 

algorithm through a simulation experiment. Under near-Earth 

daytime conditions, the star sensor was mounted on a turntable, 

capturing images of the sun, as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6(a) 

presents the solar image at time a, where the solar image is 

very clear. By adjusting the azimuth and elevation angles of 

the turntable, the imaged sun was kept at a fixed position 

within the image. Figure 6(b) shows the solar image when 

obscured by clouds, at which time the solar image is not clear, 

and the edges of the sun are blurred. 
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Table 3. Calculation results of solar centroid coordinates 

 

Solar Edge 

Image 

Obscuration Condition of the 

Sun 
Calculation Method 

Centroid Coordinate 

x 

Centroid Coordinate 

y 

Figure 7(a) Not obscured by clouds Thresholded centroid method 747.14 1118.16 

Figure 7(b) Obscured by clouds Thresholded centroid method 748.45 1117.13 

Figure 7(b) Obscured by clouds 
The algorithm proposed in this 

study 
747.36 1118.05 

 

  
(a)                                   (b) 

 

Figure 6. Solar images 

 

  
(a)                                   (b) 

 

Figure 7. Edges of solar images 

 

Edge detection was performed on the solar images in 

Figures 6(a) and 6(b), resulting in the solar edge images shown 

in Figure 7. 

From the experimental results shown in Figure 7, it is 

observed that when the sun is not obscured by clouds, the 

integrity of the solar edge image after edge detection is good. 

However, when the sun is obscured by clouds, the solar edge 

image after edge detection lacks some edge point information. 

The thresholded centroid method was applied to the solar 

edge images in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) to locate the centroid, 

obtaining the centroid coordinates of the sun in the images. 

Additionally, the solar centroid fitting algorithm proposed in 

this article was used to process the solar edge image in Figure 

7(b), fitting the sun's centroid with the edge point information, 

resulting in an estimated value of the solar centroid 

coordinates. The experimental results are presented in Table 3. 

As shown in Table 3, the solar centroid coordinates 

calculated from the solar edge image in Figure 7(a) are 

(747.14,1118.16). Using the thresholded centroid method and 

the algorithm of this study, the estimated solar centroid 

coordinates from the solar edge image in Figure 7(b) are 

(748.45,1117.13) and (747.36,1118.05), respectively. Taking 

the solar centroid coordinates calculated from the solar edge 

image in Figure 7(a) as the true value, the experimental results 

in Table 3 demonstrate that the solar centroid estimated by the 

algorithm of this article is closer to the true value, with an error 

within one pixel. Therefore, even under conditions where the 

sun is obscured by clouds during the day and only incomplete 

solar edge images are obtained through edge detection, the 

algorithm proposed in this study still achieves high accuracy 

in locating the sun's centroid. 

 

 

5. NEAR-EARTH DAYTIME STAR OBSERVATION 

EXPERIMENT USING THE STAR SENSOR 

 

Through an outfield star observation experiment, the 

performance of the algorithm proposed in this article was 

validated using the star sensor detailed in Table 1. The star 

sensor was mounted on a three-dimensional precision 

turntable, and the turntable was rotated to align the optical axis 

of the star sensor with a specific celestial region. After 

stabilizing the turntable, imaging was performed with the star 

sensor, as shown in Figure 8(a). The experimental results from 

the image indicate that the energy of the star points is weak, 

and the SNR is low, making it impossible to extract targets. 

Choosing a star image superposition frame number of 6, the 

image obtained using the star image superposition algorithm 

based on attitude-related frames proposed in this article is 

shown in Figure 8(b). The experimental results from the image 

demonstrate a significant enhancement in the energy of the star 

points. After performing target extraction, centroid positioning, 

and star image identification on the star points in the image, 

the information of star points and navigation stars obtained is 

detailed in Table 4. Based on the centroid coordinates of the 

star points and navigation star information, the attitude angles 

of the star sensor in yaw, pitch, and roll directions were 

calculated as 17.1576°, 57.9706°, and 84.9572°, respectively, 

with an attitude measurement error in the yaw and pitch 

directions of approximately 30″. 

The aforementioned experiment further validates the star 

image superposition algorithm based on attitude-related 

frames proposed in this study, proving that the algorithm can 

effectively address the issue of low SNR of star points in 

images under daytime conditions, which complicates high-

precision attitude measurement by the star sensor. 

When the star sensor operates under near-Earth daytime 

conditions, encountering situations where stars are obscured 

by clouds can render the star detection method ineffective for 

measuring the attitude of the star sensor. To address this issue, 

this article employs a measurement method based on the 

position of the sun, and the following describes a star 

observation experiment to verify its performance. 

The turntable was rotated to align the optical axis of the star 

sensor with the sun, and imaging was performed with the star 

sensor after stabilizing the turntable, as shown in Figure 9(a). 

At this time, the solar image is not clear, and the edges of the 

sun are blurred. As shown in Figure 9(b), after performing 

edge detection on the solar image, the solar edge image reveals 

missing edge point information when the sun is obscured by 

clouds. 
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(a) Star image before superposition     (b) Star image after superposition 

 

Figure 8. Star images captured by the star sensor in daytime 

 

 
(a) Solar image                  (b) Solar edge image 

 

Figure 9. Solar image captured by the star sensor in daytime 

 

Table 4. Information on star points 

 
Star Point No. Centroid Coordinates/Pixel Right Ascension/° Declination/° Magnitude/Mv 

1# (582.8147, 867.0975) 12.2750 57.8158 3.44 

2# (684.9058, 162.2785) 23.4829 59.2319 4.71 

3# (723.1270, 726.5469) 14.1658 59.1811 4.63 

4# (806.9134, 280.9575) 21.4541 60.2352 2.68 

5# (903.6324, 698.9649) 14.1770 60.7166 2.47 

 

The solar centroid fitting algorithm proposed in this study 

was applied to process the solar edge image in Figure 9(b), 

using edge point information to fit the sun's centroid. The 

estimated coordinates (1076.1608,1257.3512) of the solar 

centroid in the solar edge image were obtained. Given that the 

principal point of the star sensor is (1023.34,1023.73), the miss 

distance of the solar centroid position in the image was 

calculated to be ("52.8208","233.6212"). Consulting the 

StarMap software revealed the azimuth and elevation angles 

("185.2696"°,45.0365°) of the sun at that time. Consequently, 

based on the miss distance of the solar centroid position, the 

azimuth and elevation angles of the star sensor were calculated 

to be (185.0622°,44.8291°), achieving an accuracy of 12' in 

the star sensor's optical axis orientation. 

This experiment further validates the solar centroid fitting 

algorithm proposed in this study, demonstrating that under 

daytime conditions when stars are obscured by clouds, it is 

feasible to conduct a coarse measurement of the star sensor's 

optical axis orientation using a measurement method based on 

the sun's position, thus enhancing the robustness of the star 

sensor's operation in daytime conditions. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

Addressing the challenge of high-precision attitude 

measurement by star sensors under near-Earth daytime 

conditions, this study has proposed a star image superposition 

algorithm based on attitude-related frames after analyzing the 

mapping relationship of pixel positions in consecutive frame 

images of star sensors. This algorithm improves the SNR of 

star points in images, and on this foundation, employs a star 

image superposition-based attitude measurement method to 

measure the attitude of daytime star sensors. The algorithm has 

been validated through simulation experiments and near-Earth 

daytime star observation experiments. Experimental results 

indicate that as the number of superposed star image frames 

increases, the energy of star points in the superposed star 

image gradually strengthens, and the SNR of star points also 

progressively increases, with the SNR of star points in the 
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superposed star images growing by a factor of √𝑛 with the 

increase in the number (n) of superposed star image frames. 

To address the issue of inability to measure the attitude of 

star sensors by star detection methods under conditions where 

stars are obscured by clouds during near-Earth daytime, a solar 

centroid fitting algorithm is proposed. Based on this, a 

measurement method relying on the sun's position is utilized 

to coarsely measure the optical axis orientation of daytime star 

sensors, enhancing their robustness under daytime conditions. 

The algorithm has been validated through simulation 

experiments and near-Earth daytime star observation 

experiments, showing that under conditions where the sun is 

obscured by clouds during the day, although only incomplete 

solar edge images are obtained through edge detection, the 

algorithm proposed in this article still achieves high accuracy 

in locating the solar centroid, with a positioning error not 

exceeding one pixel. 

In summary, the multimodal attitude measurement method 

proposed in this study not only effectively enhances the SNR 

of star sensor images under near-Earth daytime conditions 

through star image superposition, ensuring the accuracy of 

attitude measurement but also ensures the robustness of 

attitude measurement through solar centroid fitting. 
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